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Summary

A combined experimental and computational

parametric study of the internal aerodynamics of

a generic three-dimensional sidewall compression

scramjet inlet configuration at Mach 10 has been per-
formed. The study was designed to demonstrate the

utility of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a

design tool in hypersonic inlet flow fields, to examine
the nature and structure of the flow interactions in-

side an inlet subject to a high Mach number laminar

inflow, and to provide a comprehensive surface prop-

erty and flow field database of the effects of contrac-
tion ratio, cowl position, and Reynolds number on

the performance of a hypersonic scramjet inlet con-

figuration. The work proceeded in several phases:
the initial inviscid assessment of the internal shock

structure, the preliminary computational paramet-

ric study, the coupling of the optimized configura-

tion with the physical limitations of the facility, the

wind tunnel blockage assessment, and the experimen-

tal and computational parametric study of the final

configuration.

An initial inviscid assessment was performed

by appropriately modifying inviscid two-dimensional
oblique shock theory to accommodate the three-

dimensional effects of leading-edge sweep. This mod-

ification demonstrated that the principal effect of

leading-edge sweep was the introduction of a down-

ward component to the flow aft of the internal swept
shocks. When the cowl is fully retracted, this down-

turned flow spills out of the inlet. This spillage is

important in helping the inlet start at lower Mach
numbers. As the Mach number is increased, the side-

wall shock angles become smaller, effectively reduc-

ing the spillage window and increasing the mass cap-
ture. These variable geometry characteristics make

it possible to consider a fixed geometry inlet for use

over a wide Mach number range.

A preliminary computational parametric study
was then performed using the three-dimensional

Navier-Stokes code SCRAMIN to identify inlet char-

acteristics pertinent to the optimization of the con-

figuration for a Mach 10 inflow. The primary interest

was the variation of the performance parameters of

mass capture, throat Mach number, total pressure

recovery (and hence kinetic energy efficiency), and
internal compression with leading-edge sweep. The

results of the trade study led to the selection of a 45 °

leading-edge sweep configuration for further compu-

tational and experimental evaluation.

Following a brief experimental wind tunnel block-

age study (which found no evidence of tunnel block-

age), a highly instrumented wind tunnel model was

fabricated. A total of 256 channels of pressure data,

including static pressure orifices, pitot pressures, and

entrance and exit flow rakes, along with oil flow

and infrared thermography, provided a detailed ex-

perimental description of the internal flow charac-
teristics. Mach 10 experiments were performed for

three geometric contraction ratios (3, 5, and 9), three

Reynolds numbers (0.55 × 106 per foot, 1.14 × 106

per foot, and 2.15 × 106 per foot), and three cowl

positions (cowl at throat and at two forward posi-

tions). For contraction ratios (CR) of 5 and 9, a

large forward separation of the inflow boundary layer
was observed. A decrease in Reynolds number (Re)
from 2.15 × 106 per foot to 1.14 × 106 per foot for all

three contraction ratios yielded similar results. Only
the CR -- 3 configuration at Re = 2.15 × 106 per

foot was observed to operate "on design," for which

the dominant effect of forward cowl placement was

observed to be decreased spillage. Computational
results were obtained for CR = 3 at a unit free-

stream Reynolds number of 2.15 x 106 per foot for

two cowl positions; good quantitative agreement was
obtained between computation and experiment for

these configurations.

Symbols

C x, distance from cowl leading edge to

CR

g

H

i

M1

Me

P

Pt,1

Pt,2

Pcc

Re

Re0

T

Tt,1

W

throat entrance, in.

geometric contraction ratio, Wig

throat gap, in.

height of inlet, 4.0 in.

axial grid coordinate index

free-stream Mach number

Mach number at edge of boundary

layer

static pressure, psia

tunnel stagnation pressure, psia

pitot pressure, psia

free-stream static pressure, psia

free-stream Reynolds number

Reynolds number based on momen-
tum thickness

static temperature, °R

tunnel stagnation temperature, °R

distance from sidewall leading edge

to throat, 9.5 in.

inlet width at sidewall leading

edge, in.



x

x p

Ywall

Z

A

axial distance measured fi'.iil

baseplate leading edge, in.

local axial distance measured from

sidewall leading edge, in.

lateral distance across baseplate,
measured from centerline toward

sidewall, in.

local distance from centerline to

wall, in.

vertical distance from baseplate,

defined for convenience positive

down sidewall toward cowl, in.

vertical distance from baseplate,
measured to complete right-hand

set, in.

ratio of specific heats

sidewall compression angle, deg

leading-edge sweep angle, deg

Introduction

Recent programs have refocused attention on the

attractive potential of hypersonic flight. High Mach

number propulsion for alrbreathing vehicles such as

the National Aero-Space Plane (X-30) is planned to

be accomplished with supersonic combustion ramjets

(refs. 1-3). According to Kandebo (ref. 4), the re-
structured NASP program (HYFLITE, HySTP) in-

cludes plans to flight-test hydrogen-fueled scramjets.

The advantages of an airframe integrated propulsion

system for increased efficiency have been well recog-

nized for many years (ref. 5). This concept (see fig. 1)
makes use of the forebody bow shock, which precom-

presses the flow upstream of the inlet entrance. Be-
cause an inlet would be limited by the dimensions

of the shock layer, and because the inlet should pro-

cess a maximum amount of the oncoming stream,

this concept necessarily requires ingestion of the fore-

body boundary layer. One inlet concept which has
been the subject of study for many years makes use

of wedge-shaped sidewalls to obtain further compres-

sion in the horizontal direction, reducing the total in-

plane turning the flow must encounter to obtain the
desired compression. The sidewall leading edges are

swept both to reduce the aerothermal loads on the

leading edges and to promote spillage at the lower

Mach numbers to aid in starting the inlet. The sweep

has the effect of turning the flow away from the fore-

body plane, leading to a decrease in mass capture due
to flow spillage ahead of the cowl. As the Mach num-

ber is increased, the sidewall shock angles become

smaller, rectucmg the spillage window and increasing

the mass capture. These characteristics make it pos-

sible to consider a fixed geometry inlet for use over a
wide Mach number range.

Much of the early work on three-dimensional side-

wall compression scramjet inlet concepts has been

performed by Trexler and colleagues. Trexler (ref. 6)
presented a brief summary of Mach 6 survey data in

the inlet region of the Langley Integrated Scramjet

Module. A more complete data set was later pre-

sented over a Mach number range of 2.3 to 6.0 for the

same integrated scramjet module (ref. 7). Boundary-
layer trips on the foreplate provided the inlet with a

thick turbulent boundary layer, simulating the vehi-

cle forebody boundary layer. The low-pressure gra-

dient on this surface (i.e., no ramp compression on

this surface) was found to permit ingestion of this
boundary layer without separation. The sweep of the

sidewall compression surfaces provided a mechanism

for spillage to allow the inlet to start at low Mach

numbers. The added drag due to this spillage was
not determined, but it was noted that the spillage

would augment the lift because it turns the flow in
a downward direction. Struts were located in the

inlet throat region to provide a means to introduce

fuel and to aid in the compression process. Trexler

and Souders (ref. 8) presented wall static pressure
distributions, oil flow data, wall surface temperature

measurements, pitot surveys, and gross performance

parameters for a detailed evaluation of a baseline
inlet configuration. It was demonstrated that at a

Mach number of 6, the inlet (with an average con-
traction ratio of 7) would start and that starting

was enhanced by the downturning due to the side-
wall sweep, that the inlet capture and kinetic energy

efficiency were acceptable (94 and 97.7 percent, re-

spectively), and that the forebody boundary layer

could be ingested with no adverse effects. Although
the Mach number was lower than the present work

and the boundary layer was turbulent, these works

illustrate the complexity of the fundamental shock

interactions in the sidewall compression inlet.

Holland and Perkins (ref. 9) and Holland and

Murphy (ref. 10) reported on Mach 6 testing of
three-dimensional sidewall compression scramjet in-

lets with leading-edge sweep angles of 30 ° and 70 ° in

tetrafluoromethane and air, respectively. By test-

ing in both tetrafiuoromethane (_ = 1.2) and air
(V -- 1.4), the explicit effects of the ratio of spe-

cific heats (and hence the normal shock density ra-

tio) could be obtained. It is recognized that the sim-

ulation of so-called "real gas" effects is approximate,
due to the variation of ratio of specific heats about

a slender body in flight compared with the relatively



constant_ obtainedin tetrafluoromethane.Never-
theless,the effectsof high-temperaturegascould
beapproximated(bounded)by testingin thesetest
gases.It wasfoundthat a decreasein ratioof spe-
cificheats(asmaybeobservedat higherflightMach
numbers)did not increasesensitivityto unstart.

Therealsoappearsto havebeenrecentforeignin-
terestin three-dimensionalinlet configurationssim-
ilar to the LangleyIntegratedScramjetModule.
Vinogradovet al. (ref.11)reportedonnumericaland
experimentalworkin the USSRfor inletswith and
without strutsat Machnumbersbetween2 and6.
They found that their fixed geometryinlet with
sweptcompressionsurfacesstartedin the Mach1.8
to 2.1rangeand exhibitedperformancecharacter-
istics better than thoseobtainedfor fixedgeome-
try two-dimensionalinlets. Theyalsoshowedgood
agreementbetweencomputationandexperimentfor
the greaterpart of the inlet flowfield. Kandaet al.
(ref.12)reportedonworkdonein Japanat Mach4
onsix inlet configurationsbasedon theLangleyin-
let. Schlierenphotographsof the flowbeneaththe
modelindicatedthe presenceof flow downturning
(massspillage). Theycomparedtotal pressurere-
coveryandmasscaptureat Mach4 for leading-edge
sweepsof 30°, 45°, and 60°; their resultsindicated
a slightincreasein total pressurerecoveryandmass
capturebetween30° and 45° anda significantde-
creasein both parametersat 60°. They therefore
report a sweepangleof 45° asbestfor Mach4 op-
eration.In additionto the experimentalwork,they
madeapproximatecalculationsof the pressurefield
throughtheuseofthetwo-dimensionalobliqueshock
relations. They alsoemployeda two-dimensional
Navier-Stokescode,whichthey concludedwasuse-
ful, but dueto the strongthree-dimensionalnature
of the flowfield, a full three-dimensionalcodewas
required.

Considerable computational and experimental ef-
fort has been made to examine the fundamen-

tal flow physics for the more general problem of

shock/boundary-layer interactions in single and dou-

ble fin configurations. Settles and Dolling (refs. 13

and 14) have presented complete reviews of the ex-
perimental, analytical, and computational research

on three-dimensional sharp fin interactions. Most

of the research has examined turbulent-boundary-

layer interactions at supersonic Mach numbers. For

example, Knight et al. (ref. 15) compared com-
putational and experimental results for a sharp

fin/turbulent-boundary-layer interaction at Mach 4,
Reddy (ref. 16) presented computational results for a

crossing shock/turbulent-boundary-layer interaction

at Mach 3.5 and 4.0, and Narayanswami (ref. 17)

numerically examined the interaction between cross-

ing oblique shocks and a turbulent boundary layer at
both Mach 2.95 and 8.2.

White et al. (ref. 18) point out the utility of com-

putational fluid dynamics (CFD) for providing para-

metric studies in a timely and cost-effective man-

ner, and once wind tunnel data are obtained, to aid

in the explanation of unusual or unexpected phe-
nomena by giving detailed flow field data. The

present work uses CFD in this design and analysis

capacity. The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code

SCRAMIN of Kumar (ref. 19) was chosen for this

study because it uses the well-known and well-proven
MacCormack's explicit predictor-corrector numerical

scheme (ref. 20) and has shown favorable comparison
with experiment at Mach numbers between 2 and 6.

Because instrumented wind tunnel models are quite

expensive, CFD has been utilized to minimize the
costs of fabrication by eliminating from considera-

tion designs which promise poor performance.

A preliminary computational parametric study
was performed to examine the variation of the per-

formance parameters of mass capture, throat Mach

number, total pressure recovery (and hence kinetic

energy efficiency), and internal compression with

leading-edge sweep for a laminar, Mach 10 inflow.

The configuration of the Mach 2 to 6 computations

(see fig. 8 of ref. 21) was adopted for this initial para-
metric study. The results of the trade study (ref. 22)

led to the selection of a 45 ° leading-edge sweep config-

uration for further computational and experimental
evaluation.

Following a wind tunnel blockage study (ref. 23),

a highly instrumented wind tunnel model was fab-

ricated and tested in the Langley 31-Inch Mach 10

Tunnel. A total of 256 channels of pressure data,
including static pressure orifices, free-stream pitot

pressures, and entrance and exit flow rakes, along

with oil flow and infrared thermography provided a

detailed experimental description of the flow for com-

parison with computation. Experimental tests were
performed for three geometric contraction ratios (3,

5, and 9), three Reynolds numbers (0.55 x 106 per

foot, 1.14 × 106 per foot, and 2.15 x 106 per foot),

and three cowl positions (cowl at throat and at two

forward positions). Computational results were ob-
tained for CR = 3 at Re -- 2.15 × 106 per foot for

two cowl positions. The experimental and computa-

tional data sets have been released in the companion

documents, references 24 and 25, respectively.

The present work summarizes the results of

a combined computational and experimental para-
metric investigation of the internal aerodynamics
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of a genericthree-dimensionalsidewallcompression
scramjetinlet at Mach 10 (ref. 26). Although
geometricallysimple, inlets of this genregener-
ate a very complicatedflow field, in whichcorner
flow, shock-inducedseparation,and shock-shock/
shock-boundary-layerinteractionsare amongthe
flowcharacteristics.Eachof theseissueshavebeen
addressedseparatelybyotherresearchers,but thede-
siredresultfromtheinlet is thecreationof anearly
uniform,supersonic,compressedflow at the inlet
exit. Thepredictionof suchcomplicatedflowfields
isof particularinterestto vehicledesignersandana-
lystsfor whomhighlocalpressuregradientsandhigh
heatinginfluencethe total aerodynamicandstruc-
tural designof theflightvehicle.

Thegoalsof thecombinednumericalandexper-
imentalinvestigationarethreefold:to demonstrate
theutility of computationalfluid dynamicsasa de-
sign tool in hypersonicinlet flowfields,to examine
the natureandstructureof the flowinteractionsin-
sidean inletsubjectto a high-Mach°numberlaminar
inflow,andto provideacomprehensivesurfaceprop-
erty andflowfielddatabaseto determinetheeffects
of contractionratio, cowl position,and Reynolds
numberontheperformanceofa hypersonicscramjet
inletconfiguration.Computationalfluiddynamicsis
usedto drivethedesignoftheexperimentalconfigu-
ration;theexperimentalworkis in turn usedto pro-
videa validationfor thecomputationalparametrics.

Experimental Techniques

Model Description

The leading-edge sweep (A) and the sidewall com-

pression angle (_) were fixed at 45 ° and 6°, respec-

tively. (See sketch, fig. 2.) The model was injected
into the tunnel in flight orientation, with the cowl

on the bottom. The forebody plane was represented

by a flat plate, which extended 9 in. ahead of the

inlet entrance plane. (See the dimensioned drawing,

fig. 3.) The inlet sidewalls were 4.0 in. tall with a
total length of 21 in. The sidewalls were mounted on

a 30-in.-long flat plate (referred to as the baseplate)

which provided the inflow laminar boundary layer.

The model was designed to maintain a nearly con-
stant wall temperature over the course of the short

run time. This was accomplished by fabricating the

model of oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) cop-

per to allow for rapid conduction of heat away from

the sharp leading edges and by insulating the out-

board sides of the sharp leading edges with zirconium
oxide. Over the first 2 see of run time, infrared ther-

mography results showed that the surface tempera-

ture rose by a maximum of only 30 K at the leading
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edge and 3 K at 1.5 in. downstream of the leading
edge (x_/Tz, ,_ -0.75) (fig. 4) for Re = 2.15 × 106 per

foot. Pitot probes at the same axial location as the

baseplate leading edge (as shown in fig. 3), along with

settling chamber pressure and temperature, provided
tunnel flow conditions. An 11-probe rake was placed
outboard of the inlet at the same axial location as the

entrance plane (i.e., 9 in. aft of the baseplate leading

edge); the exit plane was traversed by an ll-probe
core flow rake and a 7-probe boundary-layer rake. A

photograph of the inlet model is presented in figure 5.

The geometric contraction ratio, the ratio of the

inlet entrance width to the throat gap, Wig (see

fig. 2), can be varied by laterally bringing the side-
walls closer together. (Contraction ratios of 3, 5,

and 9 were tested; table I provides the respective

values of W and g for each contraction ratio.) To

prevent covering numerous orifices concentrated in

the sidewall/baseplate corner region when moving

the sidewalls closer together, it was deemed more
efficient to fix one sidewall and heavily instrument
that corner. An increase in contraction ratio was

accomplished by repositioning the movable sidewall.

Although this has the disadvantage of having three
effective centerlines, it minimizes the number of ori-

fices covered (and hence rendered useless) when the

contraction ratio is increased. Static pressure orifices

were oriented such that effective centerline pressure
distributions could be obtained for each contraction

ratio. Pressure orifices located in lateral arrays pro-

vided the horizontal pressure distribution at 25 axial

stations between the leading edge of the baseplate

and the exit of the inlet throat (fig. 6). Because
approximate inviscid analysis suggests shock inter-

actions and impingements occur along lines of con-

stant sweep, vertical arrays of orifices on the sidewalls

were swept at the leading-edge sweep angle (fig. 7).
The centerline of the cowl was also instrumented with

15 static pressure orifices.

Table I. Inlet Entrance and Throat Gaps
for Each Contraction Ratio

CR W g

3 3.00 1.00

5 2.50 .50

9 2.25 .25 1

The cowl position was defined by the forward ex-
tent of the cowl leading edge ahead of the throat

entrance (Cz_ , see fig. 7) as a percentage of the



distancebetweenthe sidewallleadingedgeandthe
throat entrance(Tz,). Thus, whenthe cowl was
movedforwardhalfwaybetweenthebeginningof the
throatandthe sidewallleadingedge,it wastermed
"50percentcowl"(Cx,/Tx, -- 0.50).Likewise,when
the cowlwasforwardof the throat by one-quarter
of the distancebetweenthe throat and the side-
wall leadingedge,it wastermed"25percentcowl"
(Cz,/Tz, = 0.25). Finally, when the cowl was lo-
cated at the throat entrance, it was termed "0 per-

cent cowl" (Cx,/T x, ----0).

Description of Wind Tunnel Facility

The facility used for the present work was the

Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel. A brief outline of
the tunnel performance characteristics can be found

in reference 27; a lengthier discussion, in reference 28.

The test gas, dry air, is heated to a nominal temper-

ature of 1850°R by a 12.5-MW electrical resistance

heater to prevent air liquefaction in the 31- by 31-in.

square test section. The maximum reservoir pressure

is approximately 1500 psia. The settling chamber,
nozzle, throat, test section, adjustable second mini-

mum, and subsonic diffuser are all water cooled. The

Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel is the only hyper-

sonic facility in the United States to have a three-

dimensional contoured nozzle (ref. 29), and due to
its three-dimensional contoured design the facility is

free of the centerline disturbance characteristically

observed in axisymmetric contoured nozzles. Primar-

ily because of this highly uniform core flow, Miller

(ref. 30) identified this facility as particularly attrac-
tive for CFD computer code calibration studies.

The model is supported on a hydraulically oper-

ated, sidewall-mounted injection system capable of

injecting the model to centerline in less than 0.6 sec.

Prior to injection, the model is stored in a housing
which is isolated from the test section by a sliding
door. This enclosure rotates about a vertical axis

to provide access to the model. Though somewhat

inconvenient in that it blocks the optical path for

the schlieren, this sidewall-mounted rotating arrange-

ment was designed to allow access to the model with-

out opening the test section to atmosphere so that

model changes could be made easily without having
to shut down the tunnel when it was operated in con-

tinuous mode (fig. 8).

voir pressures of 1450, 720, and 350 psia at a reservoir
temperature of 1850°R. This yielded free-stream unit

Reynolds numbers of 2.15, 1.14, and 0.55 × 106 per

foot, respectively. Free-stream static pressures were

quite low: 0.03 psia, 0.016 psia, and 0.009 psia, re-
spectively. Generally the pitot pressure at the test

section is not obtained during the run because of the

orientation of the injection system and location of the

model in the facility. Thus, the test section flow con-

ditions were obtained using measured values of reser-

voir pressure Ptl, temperature Ttl, and the results of
an unpublished calibration. As discussed in refer-

ence 31, the computation of free-stream conditions

is performed accounting for imperfect gas effects in

the reservoir and assuming an isentropic expansion
from the reservoir to the test section. The present

model did, however, have pitot probes to measure

the free-stream pitot pressure, but because the mea-

sured pressures agreed with the facility calibration

within the accuracy of the measurement, the pro-
cedure to calculate free-stream conditions remained

unmodified.

Holland et al. (ref. 23) performed an experimental
wind tunnel blockage study to determine the effect

of the size of the model on the performance of the

facility. Despite the fact that the maximum cross-
sectional area of the model exceeded 30 percent of the

inviscid test core, no evidence of tunnel blockage was

noted, based on both pitot pressure measurements

of the free stream and static pressure measurements

along the tunnel sidewall.

The test matrix was then constructed to exam-

ine three principle parametric variables: contraction

ratio, cowl position, and Reynolds number. Each of
these variables has 3 nominal values, yielding a total

of 27 configurations to be tested. Run numbers are

provided in tables II, III, and IV for free-stream unit
Reynolds numbers per foot of 0.55 x 106, 1.14 × 106,

and 2.15 x 106, respectively. (Configurations having
more than one run number were used as a check on

repeatability.)

Table II. Test Matrix (Runs) for Re = 0.55 x 106 Per Foot

Test Conditions and Test Matrix

Nominal test conditions for the present test were

chosen to provide as large a range of Reynolds num-

bers as possible and to coincide with conditions for

which previous facility calibrations had been per-

formed. Tests were performed at Mach 10 for reser-

CR

3

5

9

Run number at--

0 percent
cowl

64

44

47

25 percent 50 percent
cowl cowl

61 58

41 37, 38
50 55

5



TableIII. TestMatrix(Runs)forRe= 1.14x 10 6 Per Foot

CR

3

5

9

Run number at-

0 percent 25 percent 50 percent
cowl cowl cowl

65, 67 63 59
45 42 39

48 52 56

Table IV. Test Matrix (Runs) for Re = 2.15 x 10 6 Per Foot

CR

3

5

9

Run number at--

0 'percent 25 percent 50 percent
cowl cowl cowl

*66 62 *60

46 43 40

49 53, 54 57

*Indicates runs for which computed solutions are compared.

Pressure Measurements

Instrumentation response. The pitot pres-

sures and mean surface static pressures were mea-

sured by an electronically scanned pressure (ESP)

silicon sensor (ESP-32 model 780B, manufactured

by Pressure Systems, Inc. (PSI)). The ESP modules
each contain 32 sensors and were located inside a bay

on the model to minimize tubing length and hence

settling (lag) time. Pressures were observed to set-

tle in less than 1 sec, allowing for very short run

times and hence a minimum heating exposure to the
model. In order to maintain the ESP modules at con-

stant temperature, atmospheric air was bled into the

ESP bay. Thermocouples placed in the bay on each

module indicated that the temperature increased by
no more than I°F during the run. In anticipation

of widely differing pressure ranges on the model, the

pressure orifices were connected to modules rated for

either 0.36, 2.5, or 5.0 psi full scale.

Calibration. The calibration of the ESP sys-

tem was accomplished in situ prior to each run by

sequentially applying three known pressures (cho-

sen to span the range of expected measured pres-

sures) to the ESP module and measuring the voltage

output. From these three pressure-voltage points,
a second-order curve fit defined the pressure-voltage

relationship (which was essentially linear). The cali-

bration coefficients for each pressure port were stored

in the data acquisition computer (HP 9000-375 work-

station) so that the output voltage could be con-

verted to measured pressure. Calibration pressures

(vacuum levels) were provided by connecting the

modules to a turbomolecular vacuum pump and were
measured by a DIGIQUARTZ calibration standard

(a high-accuracy vibrating quartz pressure standard
manufactured by Paroscientific, Inc.). The vacuum

reference for the differential sensors was also provided

by a turbomolecular vacuum pump.

Oil Flow Visualization

Surface flow visualization by means of surface oil

flow has been common practice in many wind tunnel

investigations. (See, for example, ref. 32 or 33.) The
technique consists of applying a base coat of a low

viscosity (in this case, 50 centistokes) vacuum oil

to the surface of interest. For the present test, a

nontoxic, nonirritating silicone fluid (available in a

wide range of viscosities) was used. Discrete dots

of a mixture of a higher viscosity (in this case,
200 centistokes) oil with white artist's paint were

placed on the surface prior to the run. Postrun

photographs of the oil streaks were used to obtain
a qualitative indication of surface flow interactions.

Data Reduction and Uncertainty

Manufacturer specifications indicate that the
overall pressure measurement system uncertainty was

0.07 percent of full scale. Thus the largest error

was obtained when measuring the lowest pressures.

For example, 0.07 percent of full scale for a 0.36 psi

module corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.00025 psi.
When measuring pressures in the vicinity of free-

stream static (0.03 psi for Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot),

this amounts to a relative uncertainty of 0.84 per-
cent. At the lowest Reynolds number (0.55 × 106 per

foot), the free-stream static pressure is approxi-
mately 0.009 psi, so at that level, the relative

uncertainty would be 2.8 percent. For the 2.5 psi
module, a 0.07 percent of full scale uncertainty cor-

responds to 0.00175 psi. Ideally this range would

be used to measure pressures no lower than the

maximum of the next lowest range pressure model

(0.36 psi). In this case, the relative uncertainty is

0.5 percent. In order to prevent the 0.36 psi mod-
ules from being overscaled, orifices where the maxi-

mum anticipated pressure for any given configuration

in the test matrix exceeded 0.3 psi were connected

to the 2.5 psi module. This led to a few instances

where for some configurations, the 2.5 psi module

was used to measure pressures below 0.36 psi. For the
Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot runs, the lowest measured

pressure for this range module was 0.13 psi, and the

corresponding relative uncertainty was 1.3 percent.



For the Re -- 0.55x 106per foot runs, the mini-
mumpressurefell to approximately0.07psi, repre-
sentinga relativeuncertaintyof 2.5percent. The
5.0psimoduleswereusedstrictlyfor pitot measure-
ments,for whichthe worstcaserelativeuncertainty
was0.35percent.Thusfor the highReynoldsnum-
ber runs,theworstcaserelativeuncertaintyin the
pressuremeasurementswas1.3percent,andfor the
lowReynoldsnumberruns,2.8percent.Run-to-run
repeatabilitywasexaminedfor threeconfigurations.
Most gaugesdemonstratedrepeatabilityto within
1 percent;however,for a fewgaugesthe deviation
reachedashighas4percent,yieldinganaveragerun-
to-runrepeatabilityofwithin2percent.Asdiscussed
in reference25, theuncertaintyassociatedwith the
infraredsurfacetemperaturemappingswasfoundto
belessthan2K overthe300K to 375K calibration
range.

Computational Methods
The three-dimensionalNavier-Stokescode

SCRAMIN(ref.19)wasappliedto thepresentstudy
becauseit usesa well-knownand well-provennu-
mericalschemeand hasshownfavorablecompari-
sonwith experimentat lowerMachnumbers(2to 6,
which, asa result of this study,canbe extended
to 10).Thecodesolvesthethree-dimensionalNavier-
Stokesequationsin full conservationformby using
MacCormack'stime-asymptotic,explicit,predictor-
correctormethod(ref. 20). This methodis second-
orderaccuratein timeandspaceandyieldsto ahigh
degreeofvectorization.Thepresentworkmakesuse
of an algebraicgrid-generationtechniquewith lin-
ear connectingfunctions,describedin reference34,
to obtain the Jacobianand metricdata. In order
to clusterthegridpointsneartheboundariesin the
physicaldomain,the gridrefinementfunctionof ref-
erence35is includedin thetransformationfor the y

and z coordinates.

Computational Grid

The computational surface grid for the configura-

tion is presented in figure 9. It should be noted that
the lateral scale has been exaggerated by a factor of 2

to offer a clearer depiction of the grid. The mesh has

86 grid points in the axial direction, 31 laterally, and

61 vertically (46 inside the inlet and 15 underneath--
not shown--for the flow spillage). The grid is swept

at the leading-edge sweep angle to better resolve in-
teractions which occur in planes of constant leading-

edge sweep. The sidewall leading edge is located at
i = 30 and mounts to the forebody plane (baseplate)

9 in. aft of the baseplate leading edge. The throat

begins at i = 55 (9.5 in. aft of the sidewall leading

edge); the shoulder is also swept at the leading-edge

sweep angle. The inlet exit (combustor entrance) is
a vertical plane located at i = 72, 25 in. aft of the

baseplate leading edge. As indicated in the figure,
the inlet throat is longer near the baseplate than at

the cowl plane because of the difference in sweep of
the throat entrance and exit. In order to accom-

modate the swept throat entrance and vertical exit,

the grid is linearly transitioned from swept to verti-
cal in this region. The aft expansion added to the

wind tunnel model to minimize tunnel blockage and
to accommodate the rake mechanism was also mod-

eled in the i -- 72 to 86 region. The entire model

was 30 in. long. After the desired grid was obtained,
a final check on grid independence was performed

by increasing the grid density by 50 percent in all
three coordinates directions for the CR = 3, 0 percent

cowl, Re -- 2.15 × 106 per foot configuration. Aside
from a substantial increase in CPU time, no signifi-

cant influence of the grid refinement on the engineer-

ing accuracy of the pressure distributions was noted.

(Comparison of pressure distributions for both grids
will be presented in the section "Comparison of Com-

putation and Experiment.") The residual typically

dropped 5 orders of magnitude in the convergence

process.

Boundary and Initial Conditions

Because shock/boundary-layer interactions de-

pend on the thickness and character of the incoming

boundary layer, the inflow boundary was maintained
at free-stream conditions and a laminar boundary

layer was allowed to develop naturally on the 9 in. of

flat plate upstream of the entrance plane of the inlet.
An extrapolation boundary condition was applied at

the exit plane. On solid surfaces, all velocity com-

ponents as well as the normal pressure gradient are

required to vanish. A constant temperature distri-

bution (300 K) provided the thermal boundary con-
dition. Open boundaries were calculated assuming

vanishing normal gradients in velocity, temperature,

and pressure. Because the flow field was symmet-

ric, only half the field was computed and symme-

try boundary conditions were imposed. The initial
conditions were given by assigning free-stream con-

ditions to each grid point except at the boundaries,

where appropriate boundary conditions were applied.

Inflow Boundary Layer

Computationally, the leading edges were mod-

eled as theoretically sharp, i.e., the effects of fi-

nite bluntness (0.010-in. radius) were neglected. For
Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot, the laminar-boundary-layer

thickness (based on 99.5 percent of the edge veloc-

ity) at the inlet entrance station was found to be
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0.35in. Thedisplacementthicknesswascomputed
to be0.20in.,andtheinlet inflowmomentumthick-
nesswas0.0076in. TheReynoldsnumberbasedon
momentumthicknesswasRe0 = 1361.6.

For Re = 0.55 x 106 per foot, the laminar bound-

ary layer thickness was found to be 0.60 in. The dis-

placement thickness was computed to be 0.32 in., and
the inlet inflow momentum thickness was 0.0130 in.

The Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

was Re0 = 595.83.

Tanber (ref. 36) presented empirical correla-
tions of transition measurements. The equation

Ree/Me = Constant was found to be an approximate
correlation of the location of transition for boundary

layers with supersonic or hypersonic edge velocities,
where the constant varies between 150 and 350, de-

pending upon the ratio of roughness height to mo-
mentum thickness among other parameters. For the

Mach 10 inflow, the high and low Reynolds num-

ber test conditions yield values of Reo/Me = 136

and 59.6, respectively, each of which is less than the
value for transition.

Results and Discussion

During this test program, voluminous quanti-
ties of experimental data were obtained. Eight 32-

channel pressure modules provided 256 channels of

data (89 on the sidewall, 131 on the baseplate, with

the balance reserved for the pitot rakes). For the

wall static pressure measurements, the sampling rate
was hardware limited to 4 frames/sec and a total of

40 frames (10 sec) of data. Each frame consisted

of the average of eight samples. The data represent

mean static pressure measurements. As previously

noted, the pressures were observed to settle (asymp-

totically approach a constant value) in less than 1 sec,
so data at 2 sec into the run are reported. (This time

was selected to be late enough into the run to be as-

sured of settled pressures and early enough to min-

imize heating to the model and hence the deviation
from the constant temperature thermal wall bound-

ary condition.)

In the interest of being concise, contour plots of

the pressures on the baseplates and sidewalls are pre-

sented for comparison of the salient features among

the configurations. Because the orifices were con-
centrated in the expected interaction regions, it was

necessary to interpolate to obtain additional points

to regularize the locations for the contour plotter,

i.e., to create an N × M grid of pressure data. The
pressure orifice locations are identified on the contour

plots with a circle; the artificially generated (or phan-

tom) points are indicated by the small crosshairs. Be-

cause the baseplate pressure orifices were arranged in

lateral arrays, these data posed no difficulty to the

contour plotter. For convenience, the outline of the
cowl is drawn on the bottom of the sidewall contour

figures to mark the cowl position. The contraction

ratio is varied by positioning one sidewall progres-

sively closer to the other; therefore, in the baseplate

contour plots, the outline of the fixed sidewall is

drawn. When the movable sidewall is positioned for
CR = 9, a portion of that sidewall is visible in the

plot and it is also sketched. At CR = 9, the movable

sidewall covers nine pressure orifices (located on what

was the centerline for CR -- 3); therefore the resolu-

tion in the throat for that configuration is slightly di-
minished. In order to view the contours in the throat

more easily, the y-scale is expanded by a factor of 3.

In general, the contour plots show that the shock

sheets generated by the swept leading edges glance

across the baseplate, intersect at the centerline, and

impinge on the sidewalls. If these interactions were
purely inviscid, the sweep of the shock sheets would

be preserved.

Individual line plots of the various static pressure

distributions are also presented to provide a compar-

ison of the relative magnitudes. Pressure orifices are

located along a total of 53 lateral and axial arrays;
data from a selected set of these arrays are plotted

in reference 24. Only the axial pressure distribu-

tions on the baseplate, sidewall, and cowl center-

lines, along with the lateral pressure distributions

on the baseplate upstream of the sidewall/baseplate
juncture, are presented here. In order to minimize

the total number of line plots, these data are pre-

sented as comparison plots comparing the effects of

contraction ratio, cowl position, or Reynolds number.
First, the ratio of local to free-stream static pressure

(p/p_) is presented along the centerline. Then the

pressure distributions along 4 of the 25 lateral ar-

rays on the baseplate (from the leading edge up to

the inlet entrance plane) are presented. Following

that, the pressure distributions on the centerline of
the cowl and sidewall are presented. A general dis-
cussion of data trends and their relation to the inter-

nal flow physics is included. Computational contour

plots and line plots for two configurations are pre-

sented to provide a direct comparison between ex-

periment and computation.

Contraction Ratio Effects

Inviscid results. The effects of contraction ratio

proved to be dominant, hence most of the discussion

is directed at these effects. A simplified approximate

analysis of the internal shock locations can be made

by appropriately modifying two-dimensional oblique

shock theory to accommodate the three-dimensional
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effectsof leading-edgesweep,i.e., spillage. (See
ref. 37.) Shocklocationsdeterminedin this fashion
areusedto graphicallyillustratethe internalshocks
to orientthe readerand aresketchedfor reference
onthecontourplotsasdashedlines.(Notethat this
methodapproximatesthe shocksasplanarsheets.)
TableV providesthelocationoftheinviscidglancing
shockintersectionat thecenterlineandthereflected
shocksidewallimpingementsboth in inchesandas
a percentof the distancefrom the leadingedgeto
thethroat (xl/Tx,) for CR = 3, 5, and 9. The table
clearly demonstrates the forward progression of the

shock interactions with increasing contraction ratio.

Table V. Inviscid Shock Impingement Locations

Sidewall

Centerline impingement

CR x', in. zr/Tz, x', in. z'/T z,

3 8.02 0.84 10.08 1.06

5 6.68 .70 8.40 .88

9 6.01 .63 7.56 .79

Contour plot results. Figures 10(a) and (b)

demonstrate the pressure contours on the inlet base-

plate and sidewall for the CR -- 3, Re -- 2.15x 106 per

foot, 0 percent cowl configuration. The four primary
interactions are evident in varying degrees. The base-

plate pressure contours indicate that the leading-edge

glancing shocks exert an upstream influence in the
baseplate boundary layer near the centerline inter-

section. The baseplate boundary layer also tends to

blur the centerline intersection. A localized expan-
sion of the flow around the shoulder at the throat is

observed on the baseplate by way of a low-pressure

pocket just aft of the shoulder. The expansion is

likewise evident on the sidewall plot (fig. 10(b)), as

the axial pressure rise due to the shock impingement
observed at the sidewall centerline does not extend

to the baseplate. A region of lower pressure persists

in the near corner region on the sidewall. As the

computational results indicated (see ref. 25 for a full

discussion), flow in the corner region follows the pat-
tern referred to as an induced layer by Kubota and

Stollery (ref. 38). The sidewall shock impingement
is observed very near the shoulder. Computational

baseplate and sidewall contours are presented in fig-

ures 10(c) and 10(d), respectively. It should be noted
that some differences between the computed and the

measured contours should be expected because of

the effects of spacial resolution. (The computational

grid on the sidewall surface provided pressures at

2021 points, compared with 89 static pressure ori-

fices.) The forward extent of the upstream influence
of the glancing shocks is slightly underpredicted, but

both qualitatively and quantitatively, the flow inter-

actions in the throat region are well captured. The

cowl shock, formed as a result of the downturned

flow impinging on the cowl, is observed to influence

only a small percentage of the exit plane in both the

computational and the experimental data.

Figures ll(a) and (b) form a similar set of plots
for CR = 5 (0 percent cowl, Re -- 2.15×106 per foot),

and figures 12(a) and (b) correspond to CR = 9
(0 percent cowl, Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot). In the

baseplate region, there are only two notable effects of
contraction ratio in the experimental data: the ex-

pansion at the throat observed for CR = 3 is not seen

for the higher contraction ratios (in part because of
the effective decrease in experimental lateral resolu-

tion with increasing contraction ratio and the overall

higher pressures dominating the region due to the

more forward shock impingements), and a quantita-
tive increase in the overall static pressure with in-

creasing contraction ratio. This increase is believed
to be the result of a small separation region which

forms ahead of the glancing shock. Computationally

(ref. 25) it was demonstrated that there is turning
in the baseplate boundary layer significantly ahead
of the inviscid shock location, i.e., strong induced

cross flows are observed well ahead of the glanc-

ing shock location. Figure 13 shows the cross-flow
velocity vectors at xl/Tz, = 0.40 for the CR = 3,

Re -- 2.15 × 106 per foot, 0 percent cowl config-

uration. The shock is observed to be at 45 per-

cent of the semispan of the inlet, while the induced
cross flow has already reached the centerline. An in-

crease in the contraction ratio would effectively move
the centerline closer to the sidewall. This means

that a stronger cross flow impinges on the center-

line (i.e., larger cross-flow separation region) and that
the centerline impingement of the cross flow occurs

at a more forward location. The resultant separation

therefore increases in size with increasing contraction

ratio. (The size and extent of the forward separation
is discussed in the section "Surface Streamlines.")

By far the most dramatic contraction ratio effects
are observed on the inlet sidewall. The shock is ob-

served to impinge at approximately the shoulder for

CR = 3, but for CR = 5 the impingement has moved

to approximately xl/Tz, ---- 0.78 (somewhat ahead of

the inviscid impingement point of 0.88). For CR = 9,

the impingement occurs at xl/Tz_ = 0.68 (compared
with the inviscid location of 0.79). The impingement

ahead of the inviscid location should be no surprise,

because the displacement of the sidewall boundary
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layerhastheeffectofincreasingthewedgeangleand
hencetheshockstrength,causingtheshockto strike
boththecenterlineandthesidewallat moreforward
positions.For CR-- 5, the pressure is observed to

rise following the shock impingement (fig. ll(b)) un-
til the shoulder is reached. A localized expansion is

noted on the sidewall in the centerline region prior

to the recompression of the second impingement at

approximately x_/Tx , = 1.2. The shocks and expan-
sion are observed to be attenuated toward the base-

plate as a result of the corner flow and the baseplate

boundary-layer separation, the disturbance appear-

ing to emanate from the juncture of the leading edge
of the sidewall and the baseplate.

The cowl shock also appears to become more

prominent for increasing contraction ratio. Because

the shock impingements occur farther forward for
increasing contraction ratio, the flow in the throat

region has passed through more shocks, each of which

has enhanced the downturning of the flow, as the
contraction ratio is increased. Hence the cowl shock

becomes stronger, since the flow incidence angle is

greater for increased contraction ratio. The plot for
CR = 5 shows a cowl shock which is stronger and

extends farther up into the exit plane. Even though

the cowl has not been moved, the postcowl shock

region becomes a larger percentage of the exit plane,
enhancing any vertical asymmetry in the exit plane.

Similar features become even more strongly ac-
centuated at CR--9. At the throat, the side-

wall static pressures down to Z/H = 0.5 have
been perturbed by the corner flow and the base-

plate boundary-layer separation. Additionally, the
cowl has also increased its domain of influence on

the sidewall, as previously discussed. The first side-

wall impingement is located at x_/Tz, = 0.68, with a
second impingement at approximately 1.03. Signifi-

cantly higher pressures in the cowl region are noted,

since the flow near the cowl has passed through three
shocks, each of which have incrementally increased

the downturning. The postcowl shock region is seen

to affect approximately 25 percent of the exit plane.

Line plot results. A more rapid assessment of

the relative magnitudes of the static pressure dis-

tributions is afforded by the line plots. Figure 14
presents the contraction ratio effects for the Re --

2.15 × 106 per foot, 0 percent cowl configuration.

Figure 14(a) shows the pressure distributions for

CR -- 3, 5, and 9 along their respective centerlines.
The hypersonic viscous interaction is evident in that

the pressure is observed to be higher near the lead-

ing edge (P/Poe _ 2.3 at 1 in. aft of the leading
edge, xt/Tz, = -0.841), relaxing back to P/Poc _ 1.7

near the inlet entrance. For CR -- 3, the pressure

is observed to rise slightly near the inlet entrance

(x_/Tz, = 0.11) to a plateau of p/p_ .._ 2.3. The

pressure remains relatively constant at that level un-

til it gradually ramps up (beginning at x_/Tz, = 0.6)
to p/p_ = 8.5 at the inlet throat. The effects of the

corner expansion are observed, as the pressure relaxes

slightly over the next three orifices to p/poc = 8.0. A

secondary rise to P/P_c = 8.2 is noted at xP/Tx , = 1.3.

At this point, the compression then drops to approx-
imately 7.5 and begins a gradual rise toward the exit.

This sawtooth pattern is the result of a multiply re-

flecting internal shock. The computational results of
reference 25 suggest that the pressures observed on

the baseplate do not well indicate the compression
of the core flow of the inlet because of the vortical

interactions resulting from the induced cross flow on
the baseplate; but it is noted here that the effects of

the glancing shocks, although perhaps tempered by
the vortical flow, nevertheless influence the baseplate

static pressures. The inviscid shock calculations in-

dicate that the leading-edge shock should reach the

centerline at xt/Tx , = 0.84 (table V). The location

of the initial pressure rise in the data indicates sig-
nificant upstream influence of the crossing shock pat-

tern. It is interesting that for CR = 5 and 9, a higher

pressure is noted ahead of the inlet entrance plane

than for CR = 3. At x_/Tz, = -0.1, a compression
of 2.5 is noted, compared with approximately 1.7 for
CR = 3.

Of the three effective centerlines, the centerline

corresponding to the CR--3 is the most densely

populated with pressure orifices. In figure 14(b),
this array is used to indicate the forward extent of

the upstream pressure rise for CR -- 5 and 9 (see
fig. 14(a), despite the fact that this array of orifices

is slightly off centerline for these configurations. The

figure shows that the first indication of a pressure

rise on the baseplate for the higher contraction ratios

occurs at xl/Tx, = --0.38.) This may be indicative
of a separation caused by the crossing shocks which
has fed forward of the inlet entrance. For CR = 5

and 9, the pressure is observed to gradually increase

toward the throat, in contrast to the plateau region
noted for CR -- 3. For CR-- 5, the pressure rise

becomes more significant at xl/Tx, = 0.63, reaching

a peak compression of P/Poc = 11.0 at the throat.

The location of the sudden increase in compression
is noted to be near the intersection of the inviscid

shock and the centerline (xr/Tx, = 0.70), again in-
dicating significant upstream influence, not only in

that the pressure rise begins ahead of the intersec-
tion of the inviscid shock and the centerline, but also

in that the pressure increase is observed to cause a
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gradualincreasein pressurefromasfar forwardas
theinlet entrance,ratherthan froma plateauasat
CR = 3. Aft of the shoulder, the pressure expands

to a compression of 10.5 before rapidly rising to 11.5
at x_/Tz, = 1.24. A gradual decrease in compres-

sion is again noted until a local minimum of 11.0 is

reached at xl/Tz, = 1.41. An increase in compression
is then noted to a maximum of 13 at the inlet exit.

Again the sawtooth pattern, which in this instance

rises and falls with greater frequency than for the

CR = 3 configuration because of the forward move-

ment of impingement points (and hence more im-

pingements within the same length) with increased

contraction ratio, indicates that the viscous, vortical

baseplate flow has not entirely isolated the baseplate

from the pressure rise associated with the glancing
shocks. The pressure rise for CR = 9 is observed to

be much greater than for CR = 3 or 5. Beginning at

xl/Tx, ----0.60, the pressure is observed to rise rapidly

to the throat entrance. While this location appears
to correspond well with the inviscid prediction of the

shock intersection at the centerline (xP/Tx, = 0.63),
the upstream influence of the crossing shocks is noted

via the gradual increase in compression from the en-

trance plane of the inlet. The pressure rise in the inlet

is observed to be rapid, interrupted by the expansion
at the shoulder of the throat. The expansion does

not cause the pressure to relax, but rather tempers

the strong pressure rise, keeping the compression at

approximately 23.5 between xr/Txr = 1.0 and 1.07.

A peak compression of 37 is noted at x_/Tz, = 1.58

(xl/Tx, -- 1.68 shows a significant drop in pressure
as the flow begins to expand out the aft end of the

inlet). The previously noted sawtooth pattern is no

longer observed.

Figures 14(c)-(f) present the lateral pressure dis-
tributions across the baseplate at axial stations be-

ginning 1 in. from the baseplate leading edge and

proceeding downstream to the inlet entrance plane.

It should be noted that the same pressure orifices
were used for each contraction ratio, but because
the effective centerline moves as a result of achiev-

ing increased contraction ratio by moving only one
sidewall, the orifices have different lateral positions

relative to the centerline (x_/Tz,) for different con-

traction ratios. At 1 in. aft of the baseplate lead-

ing edge (xl/Tz, -- -0.8412), the pressures are ob-
served to be uniform for each of the contraction ratios

at p/p_ = 2.2 (fig. 14(c)). At x'/T z, = -0.5258
(fig. 14(d)) however, the pressure distributions for

CR = 5 and 9 begin to deviate from the distribu-

tion for CR = 3. The apparent separation region
which influenced the axial data is here observed

to have a significant upstream extent. The over-

all pressure level has decreased, however, from the

upstream station. The highest compression at this
station for any of the contraction ratios was 1.7. At

x_/Tz, = -0.1052 (fig. 14(e)), the increased pressures

for the higher contraction ratios are clearly noted, as

the compression for CR = 5 and 9 is approximately

2.4, compared with 1.35 for CR = 3. Also of interest

is the uniformity of the lateral pressure distribution

for CR = 3, in contrast with the dome-shaped pres-
sure distribution for the higher contraction ratios. A

pressure relief is noted outboard of the location of
the two inlet sidewalls. At the inlet entrance station

(x'/T x, = 0), figure 14(f) shows that the CR = 3 dis-

tribution indicates a slight increase in pressure near

the inlet sidewall leading edge. The data show that

the compression for CR -- 5 and 9 is nearly twice that
for the CR -- 3. A pressure relief is noted near the

sidewall leading edge as some of the high-pressure,

separated flow spills around the side of the inlet.

This situation would be different for a flight vehi-

cle with multiple engine modules. A lower pressure

region outboard of the inlet sidewall (toward which
the flow could turn) would not be available because

of the presence of additional engine modules. This

outboard turning will be clearly demonstrated in the

oil flow photographs.

Figure 14(g) shows the pressure distribution on
the cowl centerline for each contraction ratio. As has

been previously indicated, the flow downturning and

local static pressure are increased incrementally by

each reflected shock through which the flow passes.

Thus, the higher contraction ratio cases have higher

cowl pressures, because the cowl shock is stronger
for higher contraction ratios. This trend is reflected

in the data. The CR = 3 cowl pressure distribution

shows little effect of the crossing shock pattern. (It
should be noted that the exit plane on the cowl sur-

face is x_/Tx, = 1.26, and data beyond that point

are subject to the expansion of the sidewalls aft of

the exit plane.) The average compression over the

first half of the cowl length for the CR = 5 data

is 55, nearly twice the value for the CR = 3 data.

In addition to the increased downturning, the in-
creased number of reflected shocks has also increased

the static pressure, which combined with a stronger
cowl shock yields a large increase in compression on

the cowl. The same is also true (and to an even

greater extent) for the CR = 9 data. An average

value for the CR = 9 cowl surface compression is ap-
proximately 170, in excess of three times the com-
pression for the CR = 5 data.

Pressure distributions down the centerline of the

fixed sidewall are found in figure 14(h). The for-
ward progression of the shock impingement is well
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indicated. The pressurerise for the CR = 3 data

does not occur until x'/T z, = 1.07; whereas for the

CR = 5 data, the first pressure peak occurs at ap-

proximately x'/T z, = 0.90. The expansion aft of
the impingement brings the pressure to a minimum

compression of 11 at xl/Tz, = 1.07. The second side-
wall shock impingement is observed to increase the
compression to another local maximum of 24. Fol-

lowing the peak is another trough of approximately

11 at xt/Tz, = 1.32. At the exit plane, the pressure

is again rising. The sawtooth pattern clearly indi-
cates multiple shock impingements, and their loca-

tions correspond well with the predicted values. The

CR -- 9 data indicate a peak compression of approx-

imately 30 at x'/T z, = 0.84. There is a slight re-
laxation of pressure prior to the throat, but no local
expansion at the throat is observed. The next com-

pression peak (p/p_ _ 64) occurs aft of the shoulder
at xl/Tz, = 1.15.

Surface streamlines. Surface streamlines ob-

tained using the oil flow technique also provide an
insight into the contraction ratio effects as well as

the internal flow structure. Figures 15(a)-(f) are
postrun photographs of the oil streaks for three dif-

ferent configurations. Figure 15(a) shows the inte-
rior wall of the inlet (one sidewall and the cowl were

removed following the run for the photographs) for
the CR = 3, Re = 2.15 x 10 6 per foot, 0 percent
cowl configuration. Several features are evident. The

compression from the boundary-layer growth at the
baseplate leading edge is evident in the lower half

of the inlet. A weak feathered pattern is noted just
below a line of convergence on the sidewall near the

baseplate/sidewall juncture, possibly indicating the
presence of a secondary corner vortex. The line of

convergence and the stagnant region in the imme-

diate corner are consistent with the induced layer

previously discussed. Additionally, because the side-

wall shock impinges very near the shoulder, no large-
scale separation regions axe noted on the sidewalls

in the vicinity of the impingement. A single line of

convergence is noted arcing from the baseplate just

upstream of the shoulder and may be the only indi-
cation of a separation. Multiple axial lines of conver-
gence (possibly the result of vortices shed from the

shock impingement) are noted in the throat down-

stream of the impingement.

Figure 15(b) demonstrates the forward progres-

sion of the shock impingement (for CR = 5) and the
strong downturning/separation associated with the

impingement. This photograph more clearly shows

the vortex located just below the line of convergence
on the sidewall. Additionally, the effects of the base-

plate leading-edge compression are also evident at
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about the half-height of the inlet sidewall. Near

the cowl plane, the oil streaks indicate strong down-

turning at the first impingement point. A second
swept line of convergence is noted in the throat at

the second sidewall impingement point.

At CR = 9, figures 15(c)-(f) indicate that the

dominant flow feature is the large-scale separation

on the baseplate. Near the baseplate leading edge,

the oil streaks are observed to flow uniformly down-

stream until approximately xt/Tx, = -0.4. (This
corresponds well to the observed pressure rise on the

baseplate at x'/T x, -- -0.38, fig. 14(5).) In the im-

mediate vicinity of the sidewall leading edge, the sur-
face streamlines indicate that the flow on the sur-

face is moving upstream and is spilling around the

outside of the inlet, as was suggested by the dome-
shaped spanwise pressure distribution for CR--5

and CR -- 9 at x'/T x, = -0.1, figure 14(e). As was
previously noted, this flow pattern would not be du-

plicated exactly on a multiengine flight vehicle be-

cause there would be no lateral pressure relief due

to the presence of other identical engine modules on
either side of a given module. Because of this lack of

a lateral pressure relief, this separation would likely
be more severe on a multiengine model.

The presence of such a large-scale separation leads
to the question of whether the inlet has indeed

started. In the classical sense, an unstarted inlet

would be characterized by a normal shock stationed

upstream of the entrance, with greatly enhanced

spillage and minimal mass capture, total pressure

recovery, etc. The presence of oblique shock im-
pingements on the sidewalls coupled with measured

static pressures well below postnormal shock values

contradicts a classical unstart. However, the pres-
ence and extent of such large regions of reversed flow

undoubtedly adversely affects the performance and

efficiency of the inlet. Data are presented in refer-

ence 24 for the CR -- 9, 50 percent cowl configuration
at Re = 1.14 x 106 per foot that show a change in the

character of the flow, suggesting that the combina-

tion of high contraction ratio, low Reynolds number,

and forward cowl may promote a classical unstart.

Cowl Position Effects

Contour plot results. Cowl position effects can

be examined by comparing the data for 0 percent
cowl and 50 percent cowl at CR -- 3, Re -- 2.15 x 106

per foot. The 50 percent cowl configuration is pre-
sented in figure 16. Comparison of the experimental

data in figures 10(a) and 16(a) and the computa-

tional data in figures 10(c) and 16(c) indicates that

the cowl position has little effect on the baseplate.



Sidewallexperimental(figs. 10(b)and 16(b)) and
computational(figs.10(d)and 16(d))contourplots
showan influencein the vicinity of the cowl. For
CR= 3, the (inviscid)glancingshockreachesthe
centerlineat xr/Tz, = 0.84, returning to the side-

wall at xl/Tz, = 1.06. Thus, over half the region

between the glancing shock from the sidewall lead-

ing edge and its centerline reflection is enclosed by
the cowl. In this instance, much of the flow which

would have spilled out for the 0 percent cowl config-

uration has been captured by the cowl. Because this

flow has been turned downward by only the initial

glancing shock, the cowl shock is weak and deflects
some of the pressure contours from the impingement

region forward. A region of significantly higher pres-
sure develops at the impingement of the shock on the
sidewall. As this shock reflects back toward the cen-

terline, the flow downturning is increased, yielding a

region of flow impinging on the cowl and correspond-

ingly higher pressures.

Line plot results. Figure 17 presents the

cowl position effects on the baseplate, sidewall,

and cowl pressure distributions. Examination of
the centerline pressure distribution for CR = 3,

Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot configuration (fig. 17(a))

indicates that forward cowl placement produces no

change in the character of the incoming flow field (as

was observed for increasing contraction ratio), i.e.,

the pressure distributions remain laterally uniform.

Figures 17(b)-(f), however, illustrate the worst case
average repeatability/uncertainty of approximately

4 percent.

The cowl pressures are shown in figure 17(g).

The pressures for the three cowl positions appear

to overlap each other, indicating that the pressure
distribution on the cowl is driven primarily by the
internal shock locations as well as the location of
the orifice relative to the throat entrance. It was

demonstrated computationally (ref. 25) that a major

constituent of the sidewall/baseplate corner flow is
induced cross flow. A similar induced cross flow is

initiated at the cowl, and because of the proximity

of the sidewalls at the throat, the cross flow rapidly

reaches the centerline, forming recirculation regions

which dominate the span. This cross flow is enhanced
by the downturning imparted to both the core flow

and the sidewall flow by the glancing shocks.

The axial pressure distribution on the sidewall

centerline (fig. 17(h)) indicates that the effects of the
cowl are very small relative to the magnitude of the

pressure. Holland (ref. 24) presents complete data

sets for cowl placement comparison for the CR = 3,
Re = 1.14 x 106 per foot and Re = 0.55 x 106 per foot

configurations in addition to the Re = 2.15 x 106 per

foot configuration (this set also includes CR = 5
and 9 for all three Reynolds numbers).

Reynolds Number Effects

Contour plot results. Reynolds number effects

can be identified by comparison of data from the

CR--3, 0 percent cowl configuration at Reynolds

numbers per foot of 2.15 × 106 _discussed in the
preceding sections) and 0.55 x 10°. Figures 18(a)

and (b) are comparable to the plots already pre-
sented for Re -- 2.15 × 106 per foot (figs. 10(a)

and (b)). Decreasing the Reynolds number indicates
by definition that the viscous forces take on greater

significance with respect to the momentum forces.

Hence, boundary-layer thicknesses are expected to
increase and, more importantly to the inviscid flow

field, the displacement thicknesses increase, causing
all surfaces to possess effectively larger wedge angles.

This in turn causes the sidewalls to generate slightly

stronger shocks and increases the internal compres-

sion of the inlet. Beyond the displacement effects,

an increased boundary-layer thickness influences the

shock impingements and reflections and may increase
the degree of flow separation. Because the range of

Reynolds numbers obtainable in the present facility

spans less than an order of magnitude, large changes

in the flow structure were not anticipated; however,

it will be demonstrated in the line plots that large

changes in the flow structure did indeed occur over

this small range of Reynolds number.

For both Reynolds numbers presented, the base-
plate pressure contours demonstrate the nominal in-

teractions previously discussed. Pressure levels in

general tend to decrease with increasing Reynolds

number. For example, a comparison of the loca-

tion of the p/poe --- 4.0 contour in figures 18(a)

and 10(a) (CR = 3, 0 percent cowl) indicates that
the pressure rises to this level by xl/Tx, = 0.85 for

Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot and by xl/Tx, -- 0.55

for Re = 0.55 x 106 per foot. The forward move-

ment of the pressure rise is indicative of an increas-

ing glancing shock strength due to increased sidewall
boundary-layer thickness with decreasing Reynolds
number as well as to the increased viscous interaction

of the shock with the baseplate boundary layer (up-

stream influence) and the enhanced viscous corner
flow. This is observed for all the contraction ratios

and cowl positions (ref. 24). The fact that the inter-
action is observed to be more distinct for the lower

Reynolds numbers is in part due to the increased

physical size of the lower Reynolds number inter-

action regions. These interactions, which span sev-
eral static pressure orifices, are more easily resolved
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experimentally.Althoughatotalof89staticpressure
orificesarelocatedon thesidewall,therestill exists
significantspacingbetweenthe orifices.The aver-
ageinstrumentationdensityon thesidewallis given
by 89orifices/56in2-- 1.6 orifices/in 2, although the

orifices were clustered to improve the density in inter-

action regions. Interpolating among data points to
locate lines of constant pressure adds an additional

smearing effect. Thus, larger scale interactions (those

which influence multiple orifices) are better displayed

in the contour plots. Particularly for CR -- 3, the

lower Reynolds number contours appear to be better
defined.

Line plot results. A more quantitative compari-
son of the Reynolds number effects on the static pres-

sure distribution is provided by the line plots. The

Reynolds number effects for the CR -- 3, 0 percent

cowl configuration are demonstrated in figure 19. It

is clear from figure 19(a) that the Reynolds number
has a significant impact on the flow structure (and

hence pressure distribution). The viscous interaction

is observed at the leading edge of the baseplate; addi-

tionally, the compression on the baseplate is observed
to increase because of the increased boundary-layer

growth with decreased Reynolds number. The pres-

sure rise on the baseplate due to the glancing shock
interaction is observed to move forward with decreas-

ing Reynolds number, and is located at z'/T z, = 0.1

for Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot and at xl/Tz, _ -0.2

for the lower Reynolds numbers (forward of the inlet

entrance). The glancing shock impingement on the
sidewall (aft of the shoulder at Re = 2.15 x 106 per

foot) is anticipated to move forward with decreased

Reynolds number as a result of increased sidewall

displacement thickness. The throat pressure distri-
bution becomes much more uniform when the shock

impingement moves forward toward the shoulder; the
sharp increase in pressure due to the shock is tem-

pered by the throat expansion. (For an inviscid re-

flection, the shock would be said to cancel if impinge-

ment occurred at the shoulder.) The increased flat
plate compression is also observed in the lateral pres-

sure distributions (figs. 19(b)-(e)). The flow separa-
tion ahead of the inlet is observed in figure 19(d)

at xt/Tz, = -0.1052. At the high Reynolds num-

ber, the pressure distribution is uniform; however, at
Re = 1.14 and 0.55 × 106 per foot, the pressure is

not only higher than at xl/Tz , = -0.52 (the next

upstream station), but it demonstrates a significant
pressure relief as the flow spills around the outside of

the inlet sidewalls. (The outboard flow spillage for

the lower Reynolds number is quite similar to that
seen with increased contraction ratio, as observed in

the comparison of figs. 19(d) and 14(e).) Even at the
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low contraction ratio, a decrease in Reynolds number

of less than an order of magnitude can trigger signif-

icant forward separation. (Ref. 24 shows that this
forward separation grows with decreased Reynolds

number for all contraction ratios tested.) The cowl
pressures (fig. 19(f)) also appear particularly sensi-

tive to Reynolds number.

The axial sidewall centerline pressure distribution

is given in figure 19(g). Again, an overall increase

in compression is noted, primarily by way of in-
creased compressive turning due to the increased dis-

placement thickness with decreased Reynolds num-

ber. The forward progression of the sidewall shock

impingement is particularly evident. At Re =
2.15 x 106 per foot, the pressures climb to a plateau

at xl/T_r = 1.2. The peak moves forward to ap-

proximately xt/Tx , -_ 1.06 for Re-- 1.14 x 106 per

foot. At Re -- 0.55 x 106 per foot, the peak pressure

is noted at approximately xt/Txr = 0.96. A factor
of 4 decrease in Reynolds number has demonstrated

a significant movement of the internal shock struc-

ture, moving the sidewall shock impingement from

aft of the throat to upstream of the throat. Al-

though the Reynolds number has not been changed
enough to change the character of the inflow bound-

ary layer, the entire character of the interaction

may be altered, i.e., large-scale forward separation

has been promoted because of the relatively small
decrease in Reynolds number. Only the CR = 3,

Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot configuration performed

"on design," i.e., without large forward separations.
Caution must therefore be exercised in wind tunnel

and computational simulations as to the Reynolds

number and Mach number matching of a proposed

flight condition.

Comparison of Computation and
Experiment

Line plot results. In order to assess how well

the results from both phases compliment each other,

an explicit comparison of the computational and ex-

perimental results is necessary. Results are presented
for the CR -- 3, Re -- 2.15 x 106 per foot configura-

tion with both 0 percent and 50 percent cowl. Fig-

ure 20 shows good quantitative agreement for the
0 percent cowl. The pressure peak at the throat

on the baseplate is overpredicted by about 10 per-

cent, but the sidewall pressure distribution shows an

extremely close fit. Figure 21 corresponds to the

50 percent cowl configuration. Again good quanti-

tative agreement is achieved on the baseplate and
sidewall centerlines.



A grid independencestudy wasperformedfor
this configurationby increasingthegrid densityby
50percentin all threecoordinatedirections,withno
appreciablechangein the solutionnoted. (Fig. 20
presentsthe baseplateandsidewallcenterlinepres-
suredistributionsfor bothgrid configurations.)The
CR = 3 configuration was selected for the study

because it represented the widest throat gap, and

hence poorest lateral resolution, if the number of grid

points in each coordinate direction were selected to
be common among the grids for each contraction ra-

tio. Thus, if a resolved grid could be identified for the

CR = 3, it was felt that a similar grid for the higher

contraction ratios would possess effectively better

resolution in the throat and thus the expense of in-

dividual grid independence studies could be spared.
The solutions were run prior to the experiment, i.e.,

without a priori knowledge of the experimental flow

interactions. The experiment uncovered a fundamen-

tal change in the flow structure with either increasing
contraction ratio or decreasing Reynolds number by

way of large-scale separations. Because of this change
in the character of the flow (and hence change in the

pertinent length scale), the grid independence study

for the CR = 3 configuration was deemed insufficient

to show grid independence for the other configura-
tions. Further, the assumption of laminar flow on all

surfaces may no longer be valid in the more strongly

interacting flow fields. Thus, computational data for

the higher contraction ratio configurations are not
shown.

Exit plane rake comparisons. A movable rake

containing 11 pitot probes was installed inside the
inlet to survey the exit plane. (See fig. 3.) The

11 probes were manufactured of stainless steel tub-

ing with a 0.0625-in. outside diameter and a 0.040-in.
inside diameter. The tubes were spaced 0.285 in.

apart and positioned in the inlet to vertically span

the center 2.85 in. Prior to the run, the rake was

positioned flush against the inlet sidewall. During

the run, the rake was moved to and paused at nine
lateral locations between the sidewall and the inlet

centerline by a microprocessor-based stepper motor

controller. Prior to completion of the run, the rake

was returned to its initial position to demonstrate

repeatability with the initial pressure measurement.

(Initial tests were performed with the rake traversing

the entire throat width to determine lateral symme-

try. Thereafter, the measurements were concentrated
across the half-width.)

Figure 22 presents pitot rake data taken in the

exit plane of the inlet compared with the computed

values for the CR = 3, 0 percent cowl configura-
tion at Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot. The data prin-

cipally show the exit plane shock structure and the
good qualitative and quantitative agreement between

the experimental and the computational data. Near

the sidewall, the shape of the experimental contours
indicates some interference effects from the side-

wall. This is an expected result, because pitot mea-

surements are highly intrusive. Based on schlieren

photographs of a 1/16-in-diameter pitot probe in a
Mach 6 free stream (the approximate throat Mach

number), the bow shock formed around the probe has
a standoff distance of one-fourth of the probe diame-

ter and, at the throat face, the diameter of the shock

is 1.5 probe diameters. The interaction between the

probe bow shock and the sidewall boundary layer
increases the region influenced by the probe. Me-

chanical difficulties related to stepper motor failure

prevented accurate experimental pitot measurements
for the CR = 3, Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot, 50 percent

cowl configuration, i.e., the rake mechanism stalled
near the wall. Nevertheless, computational pitot con-

tours are presented for comparison (fig. 23). Com-

parison of these data with the computational data

from the 0 percent cowl data (fig. 22) indicates that

the only significant effect of cowl position on pitot
pressure is in terms of the corner vortex generated

by the sidewall/cowl juncture. The vortical inter-
action is significantly larger for the 50 percent cowl

because the forward cowl placement allows more time

(and length) over which to evolve. Overall, the flow

field measurements and the computed pitot pressures
compare quite favorably. This lends credence to the

remainder of the computed exit plane properties.

Concluding Remarks

A combined computational and experimental

parametric study of the internal aerodynamics of

a generic three-dimensional sidewall compression

scramjet inlet configuration has been performed

(1) to demonstrate the utility of computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) as a design tool in hypersonic inlet
flow fields, (2) to examine the nature and structure

of the flow interactions inside an inlet subject to a

high Mach number laminar inflow, and (3) to pro-

vide a comprehensive surface property and flow field
database to determine the effects of contraction ratio

(CR), cowl position, and Reynolds number (Re) on
the performance of a hypersonic scramjet inlet con-

figuration. Computational fluid dynamics is used to

drive the design of the experimental configuration;

the experimental work is in turn used to provide
a validation for the computational parametrics. A

summary of the observations made in the study are

presented as follows.
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Shocksformedon the sidewallleadingedgesare
observedto glanceacrossthe baseplate,intersectat
the centerline,and impingeon the sidewalls.The
inducedcornerflow andupstreaminfluenceof the
glancingshocksareobservedto besignificant.With
increasingcontractionratio, the separationgener-
atedby theglancingshocksisobservedto growand,
for CR = 5 and 9, extend forward of the inlet en-

trance. A decrease in the free-stream unit Reynolds

number by only a factor of two led to a similar up-

stream separation. On a multiengine model (or flight
vehicle) the magnitude of such separation is antici-

pated to be larger because of the lack of lateral pres-

sure relief resulting from the presence of neighboring
identical engine modules. Although the presence of

such large-scale separations leads to the question of

whether the inlet is started, the presence of inter-
nal oblique swept shock interactions on the sidewalls

seems to indicate that, at least in the classical sense,
the inlet is not unstarted. However, the combina-

tion of high contraction ratio, low Reynolds number,

and forward cowl appeared to promote a classical
unstart. Undoubtedly, the presence and extent of

these large upstream separation regions adversely af-
fect the performance and efficiency of the inlet. The

laminar inflow boundary layer therefore appears to
be very sensitive to increases in contraction ratio or

decreases in Reynolds number; of the configurations

tested, only the CR = 3 configuration with 0 through
50 percent cowl at Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot operated

"on design."

Multiply reflecting internal swept shocks were

observed to incrementally increase the downturning
(as well as the pressure) of the flow. The overall

compression of the inlet was therefore observed to

increase with increasing contraction ratio, as was
the strength of the cowl shock. Further, a forward

placement of the cowl was observed to increase the

mass capture by preventing the flow downturned by
these internal shocks from spilling out of the inlet.

Good quantitative agreement was obtained be-
tween computation and experiment for the CR = 3

configuration at Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot for both

0 and 50 percent cowl positions. The fundamental

change in flow interactions with decreased Reynolds
number or increased contraction ratio rendered the

grid independence study performed for CR = 3 in-

conclusive for application to other configurations.

Hence, computational results for other configurations

are not presented. This highlights the need for the
coupling of CFD with experiment. While CFD pro-

vided detailed information about the flow field, ex-

periment uncovered the fundamental changes in the

flow field which required a change in the computa-

tional modeling.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
October 18, 1994
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Figure 1. Propulsion airframe integration.
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Figure 2. Inlet model shown in flight orientation.
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Figure 7. Sidewall orifice locations and identification of coordinate system (orifice size not to scale).
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Figure 8. Model injection sequence_ showing model retracted prior to injection, model injected into the tunnel,

and model injected into work area.
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i = 30

i = 55

i = 72

i= 86

Figure 9. Computational grid of inlet sidewall and baseplate surfaces. (Lateral scale expanded by a factor of
2 for clarity.)
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(b) Sidewall; run 66.

Figure 10. p/poc contours. CR = 3; Re -- 2.15 x 106 per foot; 0 percent cowl.
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(c) Computed baseplate.

(d) Computed sidewall.

Figure 10. Concluded.
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(b) Sidewall.

Figure 11. p//poc contours. CR = 5; Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot; 0 percent cowl; run 46.
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(b) Sidewall.

Figure 12. P/Poe contours. CR _- 9; Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot; 0 percent cowl; run 49.
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Figure 13. Cross-flow velocity vectors at i = 40 and x_/Tx, = 0.40. CR = 3; 0 percent cowl; Re = 2.15 x 106

per foot.
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(b) Pressures along CR = 3 centerline orifices.

Figure 14. Contraction ratio effects. Re = 2.15 x 10 6 per foot; 0 percent cowl.
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(d) Baseplate pressures, xl/Tx, = -0.5258.

Figure 14. Continued.
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Figure 14. Continued.
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(h) Sidewall centerline pressures. Z/H = 0.5.

Figure 14. Concluded.
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0 percent cowl;
CR =3

(a) Inlet sidewall. CR = 3.

(b) Inlet sidewall. CR = 5.

Figure 15. Oil flow photographs. Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot; 0 percent cowl.
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(c) Baseplateshowingforwardextentof separation.CR-- 9.

(d) Baseplate_showingoil streaksexitingfrontof inletandspillingaroundsidewalls.CR _- 9.

Figure 15. Continued.
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(e)Close-upof baseplateandsidewall.CR = 9.

(f) Close-up of baseplate showing oil streaks exiting front of inlet and spilling around sidewalls. CR = 9.

Figure 15. Concluded.
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(b) Sidewall; run 60.

Figure 16. P/P_c contours. CR = 3; Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot; 50 percent cowl.
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(c) Computed baseplate.

(d) Computed sidewall.

Figure 16. Concluded.
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Figure 17. Effect of cowl position on pressure distributions. CR = 3; Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot.
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Figure 17. Continued.
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Figure 19. Reynolds number effects on pressure distributions. CR = 3, 0 percent cowl.
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Figure 20. CFD and experimental pressure distributions. CR = 3; Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot; 0 percent cowl.
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(b) Sidewall centerline pressures.

Figure 21. CFD and experimental pressure distributions. CR = 3; Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot; 50 percent cowl.
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Figure 22. Pt,2/Poc exit plane contours. CR = 3; Re = 2.15 x 106 per foot; 0 percent cowl; lateral scale expanded
by factor of 3.
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Figure 23. Computed Pt,2/P_ exit plane contours. CR = 3; Re = 2.15 × 106 per foot; 50 percent cowl. Lateral
scale expanded by factor of 3.
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